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Abstract

This paper presents CDTT, a compiler framework that

takes C/C++ code and automatically generates a binary

that eliminates dynamically redundant code without pro-

grammer intervention. It does so by exploiting underlying

hardware or software support for the data-triggered threads

(DTT) programming and execution model. With the help

of idempotence analysis and inter-procedural name depen-

dence analysis, CDTT identifies potential code regions and

composes support thread functions that execute as soon as

live-in data changes. CDTT can also use profile data to

target the elimination of redundant computation.

The compiled binary running on top of a software run-

time system can achieve nearly the same level of perfor-

mance as careful hand-coded modifications in most bench-

marks. CDTT improves the performance of serial C SPEC

benchmarks by as much as 57% (average 11%) on a Ne-

halem processor.

1. Introduction

The elimination of redundant or unnecessary computa-
tion by the compiler can be a highly effective optimization,
particularly in modern systems, because it both reduces ex-
ecution latency as well as power and energy use. Com-
pilers traditionally eliminate statically redundant code with
techniques such as dead code elimination. Techniques to
remove dynamically redundant code have been proposed,
(e.g., automatic memoization [16, 19]), but the cost of
checking redundance of the inputs scales with the size of the
inputs themselves. This paper presents new compiler tech-
niques to remove dynamically redundant code, with costs
that are independent of the data structure sizes, allowing
code and data regions of unlimited size to be easily ex-
ploited.

This optimization leverages the data-triggered threads
(DTT) programming and execution model [21], which has
been shown to improve application performance by exploit-
ing parallelism and eliminating redundant computation. In-
stead of generating threads based on control flow like tradi-
tional execution models, the DTT model spawns a thread
when specific memory contents change. The dataflow-
like thread generation brings two primary advantages to
the DTT model. First, computation that depends on the
changed data can execute in parallel immediately. Second,

computation that depends on untouched or unchanged data
does not need to execute (as a prior execution is still valid).
The previous work shows that the effect of eliminating un-
necessary, dynamically redundant computation can be espe-
cially powerful [21].

Prior research on the DTT model [21, 22, 23] relies
on programmers’ efforts to achieve performance improve-
ment. That approach needs the programmer to identify the
pieces of source code that contain potential for DTT sup-
port threads, write the support thread functions, and then
attach those functions to variables or structure fields that
trigger the computation of the support threads. They do so
using extensions to an imperative programming language.
In this way, code must be modified to exploit data-triggered
threads or written from scratch. The advantages of DTT re-
main unavailable for code not written in this style, including
existing code that pre-dates the DTT programming model.

In this paper, we design a compiler framework, CDTT
(compiler-generated data-triggered threads), which auto-
matically generates data-triggered threads from applica-
tions written in C/C++, without requiring any modification
to the source code. Because a support thread function can
execute multiple times (if the input changes) before it is
consumed, the previous work requires that support thread
functions be idempotent. This remains true in our compiler-
based approach. The design of CDTT starts by identifying
idempotent code regions [8].

Since DTT achieves significant performance improve-
ment through eliminating redundant computation, we also
present profile-assisted CDTT, which can use profile-
generated information about redundance as an input to
guide the selection of DTT code regions. Profile-
assisted CDTT thus selects code regions that contain often-
redundant computation and constructs support threads from
that code. This work shows that while profile data can be
helpful, CDTT is very effective even with no profile input.

In this form, then, CDTT becomes a static compiler op-
timization that is capable of removing (sometimes large)
blocks of code dynamically when that code is found to be
redundant. Because it does not require the storage and com-
parison of inputs that other techniques require (e.g., memo-
ization [15, 5]), it typically does so with relatively low over-
head.

CDTT can work with either hardware support for
DTT [21] or the software-only implementation [23]. To
maximize generality, in this paper we demonstrate CDTT
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Figure 1. The data-triggered thread execution

model

running on top of the software infrastructure on existing
hardware. To evaluate the performance of CDTT, we imple-
ment the proposed profiling and compilation methods using
LLVM [12]. The compiled applications use a DTT run-
time system similar to the software DTT infrastructure de-
scribed in [23]. We achieve 11% average performance im-
provement over serial SPEC2000 benchmarks with profile-
assisted CDTT. With the help of a thresholding mechanism
in the runtime system which has the ability to dynamically
disable DTT for particular triggers, CDTT without profile
data can still achieve a 10% average performance gain.

The success of the non-profiling approach comes from
the fact that our algorithm for identifying DTT regions has
a high tendency to select code that is redundant.

This paper makes several contributions. It demonstrates
that the automatically generated data-triggered threads can
achieve nearly the same level of performance improvement
as careful human coding. It describes an analysis frame-
work that identifies potential code regions for applying
data-triggered threads. It presents algorithms for automati-
cally composing support thread functions. It demonstrates
that the algorithms for selecting regions for DTT formation
also serve as an accurate static predictor of redundant com-
putation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
an overview of the DTT model, the underlying runtime sys-
tem, and the algorithm for detecting idempotence. Section 3
discusses other related work. Section 4 details the design
of our compilation framework. Section 5 describes the de-
sign of profile-assisted CDTT, which specifically targets re-
dundant computation. Section 6 presents our experimental
methodology. Section 7 discusses the experimental results.
Section 8 concludes.

2. Background

This section provides some background on the data-
triggered threads model that our compiler targets. We also
discuss how to support data-triggered threads using hard-
ware or a pure software runtime system running on an off-
the-shelf processor. Finally, we provide a short description
of how we detect the idempotent property of selected code
regions.

2.1. Data-triggered threads model

Unlike conventional execution models that initiate paral-
lelism using control flow, the data-triggered threads [21, 22]

model initiates parallelism when the application generates a
new value. This carries two primary benefits. First, this
mechanism exposes parallelism, and in particular does so
immediately after the generation of source data. Second,
if the data is not changed, the program does not perform
the computation. Using the DTT model, the programmer
composes support threads that execute only when the data
actually changes.

In this way, DTT makes it natural to express computa-
tion in such a way that it is only performed when necessary.
That paper give the example of a matrix addition that is typ-
ically coded by sweeping through the full arrays, regard-
less of how many cells in the arrays have changed since the
last matrix addition. DTT easily expresses this computation
such that only the cells whose inputs have changed are re-
calculated. The original DTT paper demonstrated that DTT
is especially effective in avoiding redundant computation to
achieve significant speedup in some applications [21].

Assume that an application contains code regions R1,
R2, and R3, where the computation of R2 depends on the
memory output of the I:store instruction in R1 shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). A conventional execution model would execute the
computation in R2 each time through this code. With the
DTT model (Figure 1(b)), the application can execute the
computation in R2 in parallel using a support thread S im-
mediately after I:store produces new data inputs. The pro-
grammer can either use the support thread S to perform the
same dependent computation or implement an incremental
version of R2. After the support thread S completes, the
DTT model can skip the execution of R2 and continue exe-
cuting R3 since the support thread S already performed the
computation of R2. The DTT model calls the location that
I:store modifies a data trigger. Any modification of a data
trigger will spawn the execution of a support thread. The
beginning of the original code region R2 (the end of code
region R1) is an implicit barrier in the DTT model because
the runtime will stall the main thread to prevent interfer-
ence between the main thread and the support thread if the
main thread reaches the implicit barrier before S completes,
since it makes no assumptions about dependences between
R2 and R3.

If I:store is the only instruction that can affect the in-
put of R2 and I:store does not change memory or does not
execute, the input data of R2 remains the same and the pre-
viously executed result of R2 is still valid in memory. To
avoid redundant computation in this case, the DTT model
will not spawn a new support thread, but will skip the ex-
ecution of R2. The DTT model calls the code region R2 a
skippable region. Because the DTT model can fail to spawn
a support thread or disable the support thread during run-
time, the DTT model still keeps the skippable region R2
in the main thread to be executed in those (typically rare)
cases.

Prior DTT research [21, 22, 23] has required program-
mers to modify or rewrite applications. Programmers need
to add pragmas to identify data triggers, create support
thread functions, and annotate the skippable regions. In



contrast, CDTT allows unmodified legacy code to use the
DTT model.

2.2. Supporting data-triggered threads execution

Prior work demonstrates both (1) a hardware and in-
struction set architecture based approach [21, 22] and (2)
a software-only approach which runs on existing hard-
ware [23] to provide the required support for DTT. Al-
though our work takes the approach of the latter, we discuss
both solutions in the following paragraphs because CDTT
will work in either case.

To support data-triggered threads in hardware [21, 22],
the processor contains additional hardware tables – the
thread registry, the thread queue, and the thread status ta-

ble. The thread registry records the static information of
support thread functions and the corresponding skippable
regions. The thread queue provides a temporary storage for
support thread events that have not completed. The thread
status table keeps track of the runtime information regarding
each skippable region (is it skippable/valid, is it invalid and
needs to execute, are there still support threads outstand-
ing/pending?).

The hardware solution also requires several new instruc-
tions. The tstore instruction is the most important one
among these instructions. It detects whether the store
changes the existing memory content and should trigger a
support thread event. The compiler uses tstore instructions
instead of traditional memory store instructions for writes
to data triggers. This mechanism allows the system to track
changes for arbitrarily large data structures and skip any
size code regions without significant storage overhead. Pre-
vious works that also focus on eliminating redundant com-
putation [3, 11, 15, 5] typically need storage that scales with
the data size.

We can also support the DTT model on existing hard-
ware using a software-only approach [23]. The software
replaces the functionality of hardware tables in the runtime
system using two global data structures, the thread queue

and state variables. The software thread queue provides
storage for pending support thread events. For each skip-
pable region, the runtime system allocates a state variable
associated with it. The state variable contains information
that indicates whether the runtime system can skip the exe-
cution of the skippable region.

The runtime library of the software-only approach also
provides functions to replace the additional instructions
(e.g. the tstore instruction) used in the hardware solution.
The runtime library also provides a dtt barrier function to
serve as the implicit barrier before each skippable region.

With no hardware support, the software-only approach
results in some runtime overhead. The function call over-
head for detecting memory content changes and managing
the global data structures is relatively small if the program-
mer only targets very few variables or data structure fields.
To minimize the thread spawning overhead, the DTT run-
time system creates one polling thread at the beginning of
execution. The polling thread monitors the TQ and executes
support thread events from the TQ.
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Figure 2. An example of idempotent code

The DTT model can potentially degrade application per-
formance and cause the main thread to stall if the code trig-
gers a large number of support threads or does not provide
sufficient slack to hide the support thread execution latency.
To mitigate this problem, the software-only approach can
incorporate a thresholding mechanism [23], which records
the number of main-thread stalls before each skippable re-
gion. If this reaches a threshold during an interval, the sys-
tem will stop spawning support threads for the correspond-
ing skippable region, and simply invalidate the skippable
region when the runtime system detects a data change. The
system will thus execute the skippable region code instead
of using support threads, thus returning to conventional exe-
cution. The system will periodically retry using the support
threads.

2.3. Identifying idempotent regions

DTT generates a support thread event when a specific
memory content changes. The application can potentially
trigger the same code several times before the application
uses the result. Therefore, CDTT only creates support
thread functions and skippable regions that are idempotent,
which means the effect of executing the code region mul-
tiple times is the same as executing the code region only
once. For the DTT programming model in the prior work, it
is up to the programmer to create idempotent code. For this
work, we need the ability to detect idempotence automati-
cally, so we discuss those techniques here.

To be idempotent, a code region cannot overwrite any
of its own inputs. If the code region overwrites its in-
puts, the next execution of the code region may use the
changed input value and produce a different result. In other
words, an idempotent code region cannot contain any data
dependency that is a write to an input of the code region.
For example, the function in Figure 2 is idempotent be-
cause the function does not modify any of its inputs. How-
ever, if the function code were to assign new values to the
atomUPDATE variable or if it were to read atomNUMBER
from the last execution prior to updating, the code would
not be idempotent.

To identify potential idempotent regions that the com-
piler can compose as support thread functions, CDTT uses
an algorithm similar to the static analysis phase of Kruijf



et. al [8]. CDTT transforms the application code into an
LLVM intermediate representation (IR) that is already in
SSA form. The SSA form of LLVM IR can eliminate the
artificial antidependences that do not affect the idempotence
of the examined regions. For each candidate single-entry,
single-exit code region, CDTT checks if there exists any
data dependency that is a write to the register and mem-
ory inputs to the code region. To be conservative, CDTT
treats any write to a possible alias (may-alias, partial-alias,
or must-alias) of an input to the code region to be a violation
of idempotence. If the code region contains no such depen-
dencies, CDTT considers the region as idempotent and a
potential candidate to be transformed into a support thread
function.

Currently, our compiler only detects idempotence – it
does not transform the code to try and create idempotence,
which would increase the potential for performance gain.

3. Other related work
Memoization [15, 5, 16, 19] is a technique that reduces

redundant computation by employing additional memory to
cache the input and output values of instructions, blocks, or
functions. Memoization techniques rely on the programmer
to revise the code and algorithms [15, 5] or this can be done
automatically by the compiler [16, 19]. The DTT model
differs in that it does not need additional storage for data
inputs and outputs and thus can optimize arbitrarily sized
code regions and arbitrarily sized data structures.

There are also several compiler optimizations that avoid
redundant computation by eliminating some redundant
load-reuse cases [3, 11]. However, these works can only op-
timize relatively small code regions. These techniques, sim-
ilarly, cannot be applied to code with large memory foot-
prints.

Dataflow architectures trigger execution upon the gen-
eration of data and achieve fine-grain parallelism implic-
itly [20, 1, 17, 6]. Pure dataflow programming languages [4,
18] allow programmers to describe programs as dataflow
graphs. These languages differ significantly from imper-
ative programming languages and hardware support for
dataflow can be complex.

Cilk [9], CEAL [10], and DTT [21] extend the C/C++
programming language to support dataflow-like program-
ming and execution models on conventional architectures.
Cilk allows the programmer to exploit parallelism similar to
the dataflow model. CEAL facilitates the use of incremen-
tal algorithms on changing data to avoid redundant compu-
tation. DTT benefits from exploiting dataflow-like paral-
lelism like Cilk, but also avoids redundant computation as
CEAL. However, the above language extensions still place
all the burden on the programmer when writing programs.

CDTT creates dataflow-like concurrency on top of im-
perative program languages, similar to Program Demulti-
plexing (PD) [2]. Both CDTT and PD perform code analy-
sis for existing programs and try to produce code that trig-
gers parallelism as soon as the program produces the inputs
of a code region. However, PD executes functions or meth-
ods speculatively and requires additional hardware to buffer

the speculative results. In addition, PD never decreases the
instruction count because it does not have the ability to skip
redundant computation.

de Kruijf et al. [8, 7] take advantage of idempotence to
support low-overhead fault recovery. CDTT uses idempo-
tence in identifying potential data triggered threads. In ad-
dition to idempotence analysis, the CDTT compiler detects
possible name dependencies and other filters that are not
necessary in de Kruijf et al’s work.

4. Design of CDTT

This section describes the CDTT compiler framework.
Creating data triggered threads requires the following steps:
(1) identifying potential DTT Regions in the existing code,
(2) composing support thread functions and skippable re-
gions from each candidate DTT region, and (3) inserting
tstores at each data trigger and generating the code for the
DTT runtime system. We will discuss each step in turn.

We will initially discuss the algorithms for the case
where there is no profiler-generated input. We will then de-
scribe the additional steps that would be required when the
profile data (about data redundance) is available.

Our compiler framework is built on top of LLVM
3.0 [12]. CDTT accepts C/C++ source code and compiles
the program into LLVM bitcode. The LLVM bitcode has a
one-to-one mapping to the LLVM intermediate representa-
tion. After transforming the LLVM bitcode with DTT run-
time support, LLVM generates the x86 machine code.

4.1. Identifying potential DTT Regions

The first step of the CDTT framework is to find regions
in the original program code that could be transformed into
support threads. We will call these DTT Regions. Once
selected, a DTT region will serve as a template to create
both the support thread and the associated skippable region.

Selecting DTT regions involves the following steps.
Throughout this process we maintain a list of candidate re-

gions until the final set of regions are selected.
(1) Identify idempotent regions. Create a list of single-

entry, single-exit regions that are idempotent. These regions
may overlap with other regions in the list.

(2) Test for name dependence. Remove from the list any
region with a possible WAR or WAW data race with sur-
rounding code.

(3) Select DTT regions. Select the largest regions and
remove from the list any region that overlaps the selected
regions.

Identify idempotent regions In the beginning of the opti-
mization process, CDTT scans the whole program and cre-
ates a candidate list of regions that are single-entry, single-
exit code. These regions usually contain multiple blocks,
but can be as small as a single block, or as large as a func-
tion. These regions may also contain loops.

CDTT then tests each region in the candidate list
for idempotence, using the mechanism described in Sec-
tion 2.3. Any region that fails this test will be removed
from the list. To accomplish the idempotence check, CDTT



needs to identify all the inputs and outputs. A variable is an
input of the candidate code region if (1) the variable is used
in the region but defined outside of the region or (2) the vari-
able is the source of a memory load instruction within the
region. CDTT also identifies the outputs of the candidate
code region at this stage. A variable is an output of the can-
didate code region if (1) the variable is defined in the can-
didate code region but used outside of the candidate code
region, or (2) the variable is the target of a memory store
instruction in the candidate code region and the variable is
used outside of the candidate code region. If the candidate
code region contains function calls, CDTT also considers
the inputs and outputs of calling functions. If the output set
intersects with the input set, the candidate code region will
not pass our idempotence check. If the code region calls an
external function where the function body is unavailable to
CDTT, CDTT will not consider this region as idempotent.

Test for name dependence We must not create any data
races in our code as we transform serial code into parallel
via our support threads. RAW dependence is naturally han-
dled in the placement of triggers and skippable regions, but
we must also monitor and prevent name dependences (WAR
and WAW). In this step we identify (1) the inputs and out-
puts for each candidate region, (2) all of the stores to those
inputs which will then become potential data triggers, and
(3) all of the code reachable between the potential data trig-
gers and the region.

In the reachable code, CDTT identifies both types of
name dependence: (1) WAR: any load to any of the outputs
of the region and (2) WAW: any store to any of the outputs
of the region. For WAW dependency, CDTT also exam-
ines the code along the path between two invocations of the
region in the reachable code analysis since the DTT model
can skip the region several times after a support thread func-
tion is triggered. If CDTT identifies any of these depen-
dences for a candidate region, CDTT will remove the region
from the list. If the reachable code includes any external
function where the function body is unavailable to CDTT,
CDTT removes the region from the list. If the region con-
tains any recursive function call that violates these name
dependencies, CDTT also removes the region from the list.

For example, assume that we have a program as shown
in Figure 3. The application contains three functions A, B,
and C. In basic block A3 of function A, there is an instruc-
tion calling function C. In basic block A4 of function A,
there is an instruction calling function B. The code region
that contains basic blocks B4, B5, B6, and B7 of function B
is a candidate region. If an instruction in basic block A1 of
function A changes an input of the candidate region, DTT
can trigger computation of the candidate region (via a sup-
port thread) immediately after the instruction in A1 changes
the memory content. However, if function C consumes an
output of the candidate region, this creates a potential data
race, as the generated support thread now runs in parallel
with the code in C, and could write the value before C con-
sumes it.
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Figure 3. An example inter-procedural control
flow graph

Together with the memory name dependence informa-
tion, we use the basic alias analysis infrastructure in LLVM.
CDTT considers that two memory objects have no data de-
pendency only when the infrastructure responds with no

alias. If the alias analysis tool responds with must-alias,
may-alias, or partial alias, CDTT will signal the WAR or
WAW dependence for these memory objects in the reach-
able code.

Select DTT regions To minimize the effect of thread ex-
ecution overhead, CDTT favors longer support thread func-
tions over short ones. So while at this point our list of can-
didate regions typically contains a large number of possibly
overlapping regions, we seek to select the largest possible
regions. Therefore, we begin by ordering all regions by
static instruction count. For loops, we multiply their static
instruction count by 10x to better estimate the dynamic in-
struction count without the help of profile data. We select
the largest to be a DTT region, then remove from the list
that region and all regions that overlap (contain a common
basic block) with it. We repeat that process until the list is
empty.

Our infrastructure currently does not allow support
threads that trigger other support threads – all triggers must
be in the main thread. As a result, in this step we must
also remove any region that would have a trigger inside an
already-selected DTT region.

At the end of this step, we have our set of DTT regions
that will be passed to the subsequent phases of the compiler
to create support threads, mark skippable regions, and insert
tstores.

4.2. Generating support thread functions and skippable
regions

With the methods described in the previous section,
CDTT obtains a list of non-overlapping DTT regions that
each need to be transformed into a combination of a skip-
pable region and a DTT support thread.

For each DTT region, CDTT first finds all the register
and memory inputs/outputs of the code region. Because the



DTT model does not support passing arguments other than
the triggering address of a support thread event, CDTT uses
global variables and spills the register inputs of skippable
regions. CDTT also identifies the outputs of the code re-
gion. For register outputs that later code will consume, we
still allocate global memory space for storing these outputs.
Then, CDTT copies the DTT region code into a new func-
tion. CDTT adds instructions at the beginning of the support
thread function code to load all the required inputs, and at
the end of the support thread function to store register out-
puts to global memory. After CDTT composes the support
thread function, the skippable region is created with minor
changes to the original DTT region.

If the underlying architecture contains architectural sup-
port for the DTT execution model, CDTT simply needs to
add instructions at every exit of the support thread function
to complete a support thread event, and provide static infor-
mation needed for the hardware tables at startup.

If the code is targeting a software-only runtime system,
CDTT creates a state variable for each skippable region to
manage the execution of the support thread event. CDTT
adds instructions in the beginning and the end of the sup-
port thread functions to manage the state variable. In the
beginning of the support thread function, CDTT inserts in-
structions to load the state variable pointer from the TQ of
the DTT runtime system and updates the state to running.
At the end of the support thread function, CDTT marks the
state variable as valid or pending depending on the current
status of the TQ.

Because the beginning of a skippable region is an im-
plicit barrier in the DTT model, CDTT inserts a dtt barrier
function call before the skippable region to make sure that
there is no in-flight support thread event associated with the
skippable region. Upon exiting the barrier, the code will
check the current status of the state variable associated with
the skippable region. If the state variable indicates that the
application can bypass the execution of the skippable re-
gion, the program will jump past it. Otherwise, the applica-
tion will execute the code in the skippable region.

4.3. Inserting tstores

The DTT model triggers support thread execution when
selected memory content changes. Therefore, the compiler
needs to identify the store instructions associated with data
triggers so that they can be replaced with tstores.

For each support thread, CDTT will find all the potential
stores that can trigger that thread. CDTT applies the same
approach that we use to discover the producers of inputs of a
candidate code region in Section 4.1. Because CDTT trans-
forms all the inputs of a support thread function into global
variables or memory addresses (Section 4.2), all producers
of the support thread function are store instructions at this
phase. CDTT replaces these with tstore function calls (or
tstore instructions if we have hardware support) that check
and update memory contents. We also use the basic alias
analysis infrastructure in LLVM to identify memory de-
pendencies. If the target of a store instruction is a must-
alias, may-alias, or partial alias to an input of the support

thread function, CDTT will replace the store instructions
with tstore function calls or instructions. It should be noted
that poor aliasing could inflate the overhead of CDTT by
inducing unnecessary tstores and spurious support threads
(because the code is idempotent, there is no correctness is-
sue, only performance). However, we did not encounter this
issue in any of our programs.

In some cases, a basic block can contain several tstores
for the same support thread function. Triggering all these
support thread events is often unnecessary and can poten-
tially result in performance slowdown and energy waste. To
minimize the overhead, we introduced a tstore invalidate
function in the DTT runtime system. Unlike the conven-
tional tstore function, the tstore invalidate function com-
pares and updates the memory content but only invalidates
the state variable when the function detects a change of
memory content. The tstore invalidate function will then
set a flag in the state variable, so the last tstore function
will trigger a support thread event even if the memory con-
tent that the last tstore compares remains the same — this
is a slight change to the implementation of tstore from prior
work. This works when either the triggering addresses are
statically the same, or the support thread is independent of
the triggering address (the latter is a common case for our
statically-generated data-triggered threads; see the ammp

code from Figure 2 as an example). In these cases, CDTT
replaces all the tstore function calls with tstore invalidate
except for the very last one in the basic block. As a result,
the basic block can only trigger one event to the same sup-
port thread function each time it executes.

5. Profile-assisted CDTT

The previous work on DTT [21] shows that using support
threads to eliminate redundant computation brings the most
significant performance gain. Therefore, we also present
profile-assisted CDTT, in which the compiler focuses on
identifying redundant computation based on input from the
profiler. Profile-assisted CDTT inherits the framework of
regular CDTT, but can accept profile data as an input. In
this section, we will describe the generation of profile data
and how profile-assisted CDTT selects DTT regions.

Although our results show only small benefit from pro-
filing, we include this discussion and these results for three
reasons. First, it allows us to demonstrate the unexpected
result that the non-profile results nearly match the profile-
based results. Second, there may still be some cases, outside
of our application set where profiling is necessary. Third, in
future implementations, where the compiler is able to cre-
ate idempotence (as opposed to the current system that only
detects idempotence), it is likely that profile information on
what code should be extracted and placed in a new idempo-
tent region would be of high value.

5.1. Profiling for redundant computation

The original DTT work [21] shows that 78% of loads
in the SPEC2000 benchmarks are redundant – that is, they
load data that (at one time) was previously loaded by this
same load, and has not changed value since the previous



instance. The load, and typically the computation that de-
pends on that load, is redundant and unnecessary. That
work demonstrates significant performance improvement
from eliminating redundant computation by using the pro-
filing result for redundant loads. However, we found that
data misleading in a few cases – a programmer could iden-
tify those cases, but our automatic system would have more
difficulty. This would happen because in many cases there
is a string of computation that depends on multiple loads
but results in a single store. Identifying a single redundant
load, therefore, does not always imply a redundant string of
computation.

Therefore, in this work, we instead profile silent stores
– store instructions that write the same value that is already
stored at the target memory address [13]. If an instruction
writes the same value to the same memory address, it is very
likely the instruction stream that leads to the silent store is
redundant. While Lepak and Lipasti [14] target skipping the
store instructions, we seek to skip the whole computation
string that leads to redundant stores, as in [21].

To explore the incidence of redundant computation in ap-
plications, we use LLVM [12] to implement a profiling tool
for silent stores. The tool takes LLVM bitcode files as in-
puts and instruments the memory store instructions to com-
pare the written value with the current memory contents and
keeps track of the number of silent stores. We execute the
instrumented code on the LLVM virtual machine and col-
lect the profile data. When we profile the applications, we
use the train dataset for SPEC2000 benchmarks.

Our profiling results show that the percentage of redun-
dant stores varies for each application, ranging from 0.3%
to 57%, with an average of 24%. For mcf, mesa, and vortex,
where the previous work demonstrates significant redundant
computation, we still see that more than half the store in-
stances are silent. Though the percentage of silent stores
in other benchmarks is not high, we still can find individ-
ual static store instructions that are silent most of the time,
even for ammp, which contains only 0.3% silent stores. Ta-
ble 2 in the result section gives a more detailed breakdown
of silent store frequencies.

5.2. Identify redundant regions

Profile-assisted CDTT uses the same framework as regu-
lar CDTT except that it accepts profile data and a silent store

cutoff to guide the selection of DTT regions. Assuming we
have the profile data described, profile-assisted CDTT can
associate each store from the profile data with a memory
store in the LLVM bitcode. The profile data tells us the per-
centage of time that store was silent. We will use a silent

store cutoff to statically mark each store as silent or not. If a
store instruction contains a higher ratio of silent stores than
the silent store cutoff, profile-assisted CDTT considers this
instruction as silent.

For code regions that pass the idempotence and name de-
pendence analysis, they now go through a redundance test.
Any region that contains a single store that is not deemed
silent is eliminated from consideration.

6. Methodology

We evaluate benchmarks that are written in C or C++
from the SPEC2000 benchmark suites. We select the older
SPEC2000 benchmarks to be able to compare with the prior
work. We use the ref dataset and run each application 5
times to measure the performance. We validate the correct-
ness of programs compiled using CDTT by comparing the
output with the original program.

For profile-assisted CDTT, we tried profiling with both
the test dataset and the train dataset. This demonstrated that
our techniques are tolerant of profile quality, as we achieved
essentially the same performance results (on the ref dataset)
when profiling with each of them. For the results shown in
this paper, we use train for profiling.

We compile each benchmark application into two differ-
ent binary versions using LLVM – a highly optimized bi-
nary without DTT support and a binary with DTT support
using the same compilation flags. When compiling these
applications, we add one additional polling thread to exe-
cute the support thread function by default. Thus, we never
use more than two cores. CDTT only adds at most 20 sec-
onds to compile time across all the applications we exam-
ined in this paper. We use a DTT runtime system without
the thresholding mechanism [23] (we call this multi-core

runtime system in the later text) as the default DTT run-
time system, but also examine performance with threshold-
ing turned on. For all results shown in this work, we evalu-
ate the performance of CDTT with no hardware support and
no programmer modifications.

To investigate the performance of the binaries optimized
by our compiler framework, we use an Intel Xeon E5520
(Nehalem) processor as the experimental platform. The
processor has private L2 caches for each core but a shared
L3 cache. The Nehalem processor also supports simulta-
neous multithreading, but we always schedule the support
thread on a distinct core in this work.

7. Results

This section presents the result of applying the CDTT
optimizations to our benchmarks. We examine performance
with profiling data (at different cutoffs), without profiling
data, with and without thresholding to control DTT spawn-
ing, and examine the runtime overheads of CDTT.

7.1. Performance of profile-assisted CDTT

CDTT can work either with or without profile data. For
CDTT with profile data (profile-assisted CDTT), the profile
data and the silent store cutoff are two important inputs. To
see how profile data and different silent store cutoffs affect
the performance of applications, we perform experiments
that change the silent store cutoff from 0% to 90% with in-
crements of 10%. We also examine a highly conservative
99% silent store cutoff. When the silent store cutoff is 0%,
this is equivalent to CDTT with no profile data.

Table 1 shows the number of support thread functions
and the average number of static instructions in these sup-
port thread functions for each application. We list the num-
bers for applications compiled with silent store cutoffs of
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Figure 4. The speedup of CDTT by using different silent store cutoffs running on the multi-core

runtime system

Support Average support

thread functions thread instruction counts

Name 80% 20% 0% 80% 20% 0%

ammp 1 1 1 24 24 24

art 1 3 3 24 46 46

bzip2 1 1 1 26 26 26

crafty 2 2 3 40 40 69

eon 1 1 1 24 24 24

equake 1 1 2 22 22 75

gcc 3 19 19 712 116 126

gzip 1 2 2 23 34 34

mcf 1 1 2 154 154 108

mesa 1 2 3 23 91 75

parser 1 1 2 24 24 50

perlbmk 4 4 5 37 49 54

twolf 3 5 5 34 28 28

vortex 2 2 3 13 13 22

vpr 0 1 3 0 26 40

Table 1. The average static instruction counts

for the support thread functions for applica-
tions compiled using profile-assisted CDTT
with silent store cutoffs of 80%, 20% and

CDTT without profile (0%)

80%, 20%, and 0%. According to the table, profile-assisted
CDTT can generate more and (in many cases) longer sup-
port thread functions when we relax the silent store cutoff
constraint or turn off the profile data. All applications iden-
tify at least one redundant region, and those regions are of-
ten of reasonable static size. Although each program con-
tains a fair number of potential idempotent regions, the ac-
tual number of DTT regions is typically small. This is a
result of two factors. First, we eliminate a number of candi-
dates due to the name dependence tests, and second, our al-
gorithm tends to coalesce smaller regions into a small num-
ber of larger regions.

Figure 4 presents the performance of the applications un-
der different silent store cutoffs. We run each application
with the default multi-core runtime system. In this graph,
we use PACDTT-X to represent profile-assisted CDTT with
X% as the silent store cutoff. We use CDTT to represent

the case where we use CDTT without any profile data. We
skip the 10%, 30%, 50%, 60% and 70% cases because their
performance does not dramatically differ from the neigh-
boring data points. On average, CDTT performs best when
the silent store cutoff is 80%. We obtain an average 10%
speedup across all benchmarks, and the best performance
improvement is for mcf, at 55%. CDTT with the 80% silent
store cutoff results in a 5% reduction of dynamic instruc-
tions over the C SPEC2000 applications, compared to no
cutoff. We also observe that CDTT achieves 6% perfor-
mance improvement even without profile data. We will pro-
vide a more detailed discussion of CDTT without profile
data in Section 7.2.

For gcc and mesa, the silent store cutoff affects the per-
formance significantly. In these cases, lower silent store cut-
offs increase both the number of triggers (instances of the
tstore function) and the number of executed support threads,
potentially resulting in a significant increase in the total dy-
namic instruction count. For example, with gcc, the dy-
namic instruction count increases by a hefty 60%. Profile-
assisted CDTT performs much better than without using
profiling for these benchmarks. The large gains with pro-
filing in gcc indicate that CDTT does identify good DTT
regions; however, when the cutoff is too low, the good re-
gions become dominated by the negative overheads of the
useless regions. With the profile data, we can filter out the
useless regions and isolate the useful regions.

In other cases, too high a silent store cutoff can overly
constrain the construction of support threads. For example,
profile-assisted CDTT with 99% silent store cutoff creates
no support threads for gzip, twolf, and vpr.

For several benchmarks, the silent store cutoffs do not
make a significant difference in performance because the
regions that pass single-entry, single-exit idempotence re-
quirements already tend to have highly redundant computa-
tion. This will also be explored further in the next section.

To prevent frequent stalling of the main thread result-
ing from ill-behaved support threads, the software DTT [23]
paper proposes a thresholding mechanism that dynamically
disables the usage of DTT when the main thread frequently
has to stall at the barrier, waiting for support threads to com-
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Figure 5. The speedup of profile-assisted CDTT with different silent store cutoffs running on the

runtime system with thresholding

plete. Figure 5 presents the application performance when
profile-assisted CDTT uses the DTT runtime system with
thresholding, targeting different silent store cutoffs.

Relative to the prior work, we find that thresholding
is actually less important for the automatically generated
threads using profile-assisted CDTT than for programmer-
generated threads. This is because the profiling allows us
to be fairly conservative and avoid ill-behaved threads that
need to be disabled at runtime.

We do find, however, that the optimal silent store cutoff
is much lower in the presence of dynamic thresholding –
80% in the absence of thresholding, but 20% when thresh-
olding is turned on. This is expected, as thresholding allows
the compiler to be more liberal, with the runtime system still
able to eliminate poorly chosen DTT threads. In the best
case (20% silent store cutoff), we get an average of 11%
performance gain.

7.2. Discussion of CDTT without profiling

Perhaps most interesting, however, are the results in Fig-
ure 5 for the no-profile results. First, we see that thresh-
olding is more important for the no-profile results than the
profiled results – again, this is expected because the no-
profile results apply no compile-time filter and must rely
more heavily on the runtime filter.

Second, we observe that the no-profile results, with
thresholding, achieve a 10% overall gain, only slightly be-
low the profile-assisted result (and as we’ll see in a follow-
ing section, competitive with previous hand-coded results).
This is not an expected result, that we lose little perfor-
mance by ignoring extensive information about the redun-
dance of computation.

Table 2 helps illuminate this phenomenon. It describes
the percentage of stores that are silent, both for the total
application, and for the code that is selected to be placed in
data-triggered threads (for the case where our algorithms do
not use any profile information). In many cases, we see a
dramatic difference in the likelihood of computation being
redundant (as indicated by the silent stores) in the selected
code vs. the remaining code. It turns out that our algorithms
for selecting DTT regions are a highly effective static pre-
dictor of redundant code.

benchmark DTT All benchmark DTT All

regions code regions code

ammp 100% 0.3% art 40% 47%

bzip2 100% 4% crafty 89% 22%

eon 100% 31% equake 100% 1%

gcc 58% 39% gzip 15% 10%

mcf 100% 50% mesa 64% 43%

parser 81% 10% perlbmk 91% 11%

twolf 40% 40% vortex 100% 57%

vpr 39% 2% average 74% 24%

Table 2. The percentage of silent stores in

DTT regions selected by CDTT (without pro-
filing), compared to the percentage of silent
stores in all code.
Consider a potential DTT region that is composed of a

few loads, some computation that depends on those loads,
and ends in one or more stores. If all of the loads are re-
dundant, the stores will be silent. Our selection criteria
(namely idempotence and name dependence) tend to filter
out loads unlikely to be redundant. Idempotent regions are
those where the loads do not depend on the region itself.
The name dependence analysis filters out regions with loads
that depend on the surrounding code (anywhere between the
trigger and the skippable region). Thus, a region is only se-
lected if there are no stores to the loaded data anywhere
in the nearby, reachable code (either within or outside the
DTT region itself). Thus, it is not surprising that the se-
lected loads are much less likely to be written to, and the
stores that depend on those loads are far more likely to be
silent.

As a result, by selecting only DTT regions with minimal
interactions with surrounding code, our DTT region selec-
tion criteria also doubles as an effective static predictor of
redundance. Therefore, in many cases, the carefully col-
lected profile data serves only to confirm the identification
of the redundant regions.

7.3. Redundance vs. parallelism in CDTT

Like prior applications of DTT, CDTT exploits both re-
dundance and parallelism. In this section, we perform ex-
periments that allow us to separate the effects.

Figure 6 compares the performance result of (1) running
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Figure 6. The speedup of CDTT on single-threaded and multi-core runtime system
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Figure 7. The speedup of CDTT without profile (CDTT), profile-assisted CDTT with 20% silent store
cutoff (profile-assisted CDTT) and programmers’ modification (hand-coded DTT) running on multi-
core runtime system with thresholding

both the main thread and support thread functions in the
same thread as (single-threaded CDTT) with (2) CDTT run-
ning on two cores of a multi-core runtime system (CDTT,
with the main thread on one core and another core devoted
to executing DTTs). With the single-threaded configura-
tion, the program executes the support thread function im-
mediately after the application modifies a data trigger with-
out using an additional thread. This provides us two in-
sights. First, it allows us to distinguish between the two ad-
vantages of DTT, redundance and parallelism, because the
single-threaded version can only exploit the former. Sec-
ond, it provides an interesting comparison with serial exe-
cution, because it only utilizes one core for DTT. For this
graph, we only show the no-profile, no thresholding results
– while this is not our best result, thresholding is not avail-
able for the single-thread implementation, and profiling fil-
ters for redundance and thus masks one of the phenomena
(parallelism) this graph is trying to identify.

For most applications, we see only small improvement
moving from the single-threaded runtime system to the
multi-core runtime system, indicating that the primary gain
comes from eliminating redundant computation. This is not
surprising as CDTT favors regions with redundance. For
benchmarks like gzip and twolf, we find that the DTT par-
allelism does help improve performance significantly. We
see this because the multi-core implementation of CDTT
achieves gains that the single-thread version cannot; in

those cases, the overheads of CDTT actually increase in-
struction count causing performance loss for the single-
thread version, but increased parallelism allows the multi-
core version to still achieve speedup.

When profile data is incorporated (results not shown),
the outcome is predictably different. Because the profile
data targets redundance specifically, the difference between
the single-thread and the multi-core results is only 0.4%
(when using the 80% cutoff), implying that virtually all of
the gains in that case are from removing redundant compu-
tation.

The single-thread CDTT results are also important be-
cause they maximize the potential energy advantages of this
technique – that potential is significant, because the most ef-
fective energy optimization is to not do computation, which
is the strength of CDTT. However, in the dual-core case
the gains are mitigated by the spinning, often idle polling
thread. In the best case, for example, mcf running in single-
thread mode expends only 65% of its original energy, result-
ing in an energy-delay product that is only 42% of its orig-
inal value – that is a 2.4X gain in energy efficiency. These
values were measured at the wall using a power meter.

7.4. CDTT and hand-coded DTT

Figure 7 compares our automatically generated results
with the carefully hand-coded results from prior work [23].
We use the multi-core runtime system with thresholding
across all the experiments. We actually match the highest



gain, mcf, from hand-coding. With profile data, our au-
tomatic system optimizes the same code region, the while

loop in the refresh potential function. Without profile data,
CDTT also optimizes the primal bea mpp function that
the previous hand-coded version did not target and provides
an additional, but small performance gain.

On the other hand, gcc compiled with CDTT achieves
strong gains that the hand-coded versions missed – our
framework allows CDTT to create support thread functions
for code regions in reload as needed, expand call, and
mark set 1. In one case, for example, we have silent stores
that depend only on registers (either locals or function ar-
guments). There are no redundant loads in the region for
the programmer (led by the original profiles) to use as trig-
gers, but when our system identifies the region the inputs
get placed in memory, giving us redundant loads to use as
triggers.

For most other benchmarks, CDTT does not select the
same regions that the hand-coded version did. This happens
for several reasons.

First, the programmer in previous DTT works composed
code using profile data of redundant loads, but CDTT works
with profile data of silent stores, or using only static analy-
sis for idempotence. Sometimes this helps us – CDTT gets
additional gain on art and vortex by exploiting functions
that execute frequently but the original profiling data did not
indicate as promising. In art, CDTT optimizes the code re-
gions in the match function which is called more frequently
than the train match function the hand-coded version fo-
cused on because of the high load redundance. In vortex,
CDTT selects blocks in the DbmGetVchunkTkn function
that executes 39x more than the PersonObjs FindIn func-
tion that the hand-coded version targets.

In addition, CDTT must be conservative with respect to
data races and idempotence. However, the programmer can
ignore potential data races that do not occur or create idem-
potent code where there is none. As an example of the for-
mer case, in bzip2, CDTT does not select the same region
as the hand-coded version in the sortIt function because the
code region calls several shared library functions that then
fail our name dependence tests. This is also the case for eon

and vpr, two of the strong hand-coded performers.

For equake, mesa, and twolf, some important redundant
code, even though it is identified by the profiler, does not fall
within an idempotent region. In those cases, the program-
mer can usually write idempotent DTTs, while our system
does not currently have the ability to create idempotence. In
other cases, the programmer can replace the original com-
putation with an incremental version, which our infrastruc-
ture also cannot replicate.

The prior work also showed very high speedups for the
PARSEC benchmarks (e.g., 16X on one benchmark and
128X on another). In this work, we have not shown those re-
sults in earlier graphs. This is because, while they show true
redundant behavior, some of that redundancy is benchmark-
related, rather than inherent to the original programs they
are based on. However, these results are useful here be-

cause the source of the redundancy is less important than
whether we can identify it and exploit it. Thus, the PARSEC
results are also included in Figure 7. Some benchmarks
from PARSEC that the prior work used are currently incom-
patible with our toolchain: canneal contains inline x86 as-
sembly that cannot be converted into LLVM IR and cannot
be supported by LLVM JIT; facesim contains C++ excep-
tions; vips cannot be compiled correctly using LLVM. We
run PARSEC benchmarks with simlarge dataset to collect
profile data and use the native dataset to measure the per-
formance. The experimental result in Figure 7 shows that
our framework actually identifies the redundant regions and
replicates the spectacular hand-coded gains on those PAR-
SEC benchmarks.

On average, despite no programmer involvement what-
soever, we still achieve nearly all of the performance gain
achieved with hand-coding, both for the SPEC and the PAR-
SEC results.

7.5. Runtime system overheads

In this work, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed compiler framework using a runtime system assum-
ing no special hardware support. The runtime must detect
trigger-induced changes to memory and manage the support
threads.

To evaluate these costs, we implement a runtime sys-
tem that performs memory change detection and most of the
thread management features except that the runtime system
does not actually generate the support thread and does not
skip any computation. Thus, it experiences almost all of the
overhead and none of the benefits. To separate the effect
of additional global variables that CDTT adds to store in-
puts for skippable regions and communication between the
main thread and support threads, we also evaluated the per-
formance of non-DTT version binaries using these global
variables.

When using profile-assisted CDTT, the overhead of our
runtime system is 1.4% on average. The runtime system
overhead is low because only a fraction of all stores are as-
sociated with data triggers, and only those stores experi-
ence the tstore overhead (and then possibly generate thread
management overheads). Take gcc as an example, when the
silent store cutoff is 80%, only 0.5% of stores are tstores.
However, when the silent store cutoff is less than 20%, the
number of tstores increases by 5X and results in signifi-
cant overhead in comparing the values and managing the
threads. For benchmarks where CDTT inserts many tstore
or tstore invalidate calls, like gcc, the performance degra-
dation can be large. For example, gcc suffers a 44% perfor-
mance degradation. The additional global variables added
by CDTT only incurs another 0.2% of performance degra-
dation because profile-assisted CDTT only creates a limited
number of skippable regions and support thread functions
within the code.

In the absence of profile data (CDTT), the compiler is
much more liberal in generating support thread functions,
resulting in more stores being identified as data triggers,
as well. In that case, the runtime system overhead results



in an average 3.2% performance degradation for SPEC2k
benchmarks. The additional global variables of CDTT con-
tribute to another 1% of the performance degradation be-
cause CDTT without profile data also creates more skip-
pable regions and support thread functions.

These results do give us some insight into the possi-
ble performance of a system with hardware support for
DTT [21]. In that case, nearly all of the measured over-
head will go away. This implies that our non-profiled results
could improve significantly (from the current 11% to over
14%), as the 3.2% overhead will disappear. These results
also indicate, however, that when the compiler has profile
data and is configured to be fairly conservative, the expected
gain from hardware support is relatively small and the soft-
ware system appears to be sufficient.

8. Conclusions

This paper presents a compiler framework which can au-
tomatically generate binaries which identify dynamically
redundant code and bypass the redundant computation. It
generates data-triggered thread executables from existing
conventional source code. The CDTT binary runs on top
of a software runtime system. The compiler framework al-
lows a set of serial applications from SPEC2000 to be sped
up by 11% on average for the SPEC benchmarks (as high
as 57%), without any code modification and no hardware
support. The result for the PARSEC benchmarks is even
higher. Energy efficiency gains are even greater, since most
of the performance gains come from not doing work.

A key insight of this work is that idempotence and name
dependence analysis becomes a highly effective static fil-
ter for redundant code identification, rendering profiling un-
necessary.
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